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LOCALIZACIÓN SATELITAL DEL PUNTO DE MÁXIMA PRECIPITACIÓN PLUVIAL
EN EL LAGO DE MARACAIBO
SATELLITE LOCATION OF THE SPOT WITH MAXIMUN RAINFALL
IN THE MARACAIBO LAKE
Jesús A. Hidalgo-Morillo1, Luis. G. Hidalgo-Plaza2,
Mario Leal-Ramirez3, Adriana Méndez-Rodriguez4 y Consuelo Morillo-Ferrer5

RESUMEN
El presente trabajo aborda la localización a lo largo de veinte años de teledetección satelital del punto de máxima precipitación pluvial
en la superficie acuática del Lago de Maracaibo (Venezuela). Este punto, que resultó detectado en la parte sur del lago, presenta
máxima precipitación media anual satelital de 4803 mm con equivalente pluviométrico 4467 mm en la posición promedio 09°33´N y
71°39´W a 41 km al NNE de la localidad de La Solita (período 2001-2020). Esta posición no había sido dada antes debido a la ausencia
de estaciones pluviométricas flotantes en el lago; pero en la actualidad la misión satelital Global Precipitation Measurements Mission
(GPM, GPM3, versión 06, Early), operable con la herramienta NASA Giovanni de Internet, suministró datos y mapas de precipitación
en mm con los cuales se localizó ese punto.

ABSTRACT
This work considers the location by twenty years of satellite remote sensing of the spot with maximum rainfall in the aquatic surface
of the Maracaibo Lake (Venezuela). This spot (named MAX in this paper) was detected in the southern part of the lake in average
position 09°33´N & 71°39´W at 41 km toward the NNE of La Solita town with an annual, high-mean satellite rainfall of 4803 mm with
a rain gauge of 4467 mm (period of 2001-2020). Those coordinates were missing by the absence of floating rain gauge measurements
in the lake but, actually, the Global Precipitation Measurements Mission (GPM, GPM3 last version 06, Early), which operates with
the Internet tool of NASA Giovanni, provided rainfall data and maps in mm, which allowed the satellite characterization of MAX.
Palabras clave: Lago, Maracaibo, satélite, máximo, pluvial.
Keywords: Lake, Maracaibo, satellite, maximum, precipitation.

1. Introduction
In a map of the mean annual rainfall of Northern South
America developed by the authors of this paper for the period
of 2001-2020, with an Internet resource named the Giovanni
tool (option satellite remote sensing), were selected for further
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research six Venezuelan areas of diverse rainfall regime.
Those areas are marked in Figure 1 as A (southern part of the
Maracaibo Lake, rainy), B (area of San Carlos de Rio Negro,
rainy), C (area of Uriman, rainy), D (area of The Orchila Island,
rainy), E (area of La Solita, mild), and F (area of Mene Grande,
mild). The Giovanni tool is due to [1].
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from an official research. Thereafter, to obtain the map, there
must be a research. Such research begins with the definition of
the Maracaibo Lake and its neighborhoods as the study area.
Figure 2 shows this area as a rectangle in shadow with 244 km
N-S and 133 km E-W for a product of 32,527 km2. The aquatic
surface of the lake has about 13,200 km2 and is inside the study
area. To create such main map, we exposed below the objective,
methodology, results, conclusions, discussions, acknowledges,
and references of the present satellite rainfall application.
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Figure 1. The Area of Venezuela and its neighborhoods.
Whole map ranges are about 0-12.3°N & 59-72.7°W.
The shaded section is the aquatic area of the Maracaibo Lake.
The source of the base map is the NOAA Internet Shoreline Extractor.
(NOAA stands for National Oceanic Atmospheric Administration of the USA)

Figure 2. The Area of the Maracaibo Lake and its Neighborhoods or the Study
Area. (The shaded part is the study area)
Ranges: 8.9-11.1°N & 71-72.2°W (32,527 km2)
Source: Base map from the Giovanni tool

The option selected in that tool was Early GPM daily 11
km Version v06. GPM is the acronym for Global Precipitation
Measurements Mission referred by [2]. Currently, the largest
fully available period for climatic purposes in that GPM option
goes from 2001 to 2020. This tool is available online by using
the key words North American Aero Spatial Agency (NASA)
and Giovanni in most Internet browsers. The A-F areas are
good candidates for climatic research, but area A was preferred
for research. The short expression for Maracaibo Lake will be
the lake. Rainy phenomena of multiple showers in the southern
part of the lake are due to a local convergence of winds and the
presence of the trade wind inversion that creates subsidence
rainless episodes [3].

2. Objective
The objective of this paper is to make and to analyze a
satellite main digital map of the mean annual rainfall of the
Venezuelan Maracaibo Lake and its neighborhoods (the study
area) to characterize the spot (MAX) with maximum rainfall
value in the map. The use of state-of-the-art rainfall estimations
obtained by satellite remote sensing at the best resolution
available for climatic purposes is expected. The main map will
need auxiliary maps for some numerical verifications. The
work could result in some products such as:
(1) Delimitation of the main rainfall area at the southern part
of the lake (referred to CELL) and location of the spot with
mean maximum rainfall (MAX).

The missing of rain gauges in the lake was notable after
the review of Venezuelan rainfall stations list thereafter the
decision was the use of the Giovanni tool with the GPM option
mentioned before to find the spot of maximum annual mean
of rainfall in the lake. The word spot is used here as a particular
place of small extension or a definite location. This spot is
named MAX throughout this paper, and CELL is the rainy area
in MAX. The study subject is MAX. The limit of CELL will be
the last closed isohyets of minor rainfall rate as in [4].

(2) Check sum consistency.
(3) Definition of MAX seasons.
(4) Long range pluvial trends data of the study area.
(5) Data for calibration of color scale of the main digital map.
(7) Description of the form of CELL.

The geographical average coordinates of MAX are required
to install in its position a buoy with rain gauging capacity or
to estimate rainfall intensity with a no conventional remote
sensing device. To obtain the coordinates of MAX or another
alternative spot is necessary a main map with mean annual
rainfall isohyets of the study area, and such map must come

3. Methodology
The following products are required to complete the abovementioned objectives: six rainfall maps, a list of daily rainfall
values of MAX, and a small data set of mean annual rainfalls
from rain gages and satellite estimations of five stations. The
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4.2 MAP3 and MAP4

elaboration of those products requires previous definitions of
years Y1, Y2, Y3, Y4, Y5, Y6, Y7, and Y8.

For MAP3 and MAP4, the years were Y1 = 2001, Y2 = 2010,
Y3 = 2011, and Y4 = 2020 to form the periods 2001-2010 for
MAP3 and 2011-2020 for MAP4. The geographical range of
the study area (see Figure 2) and the last two periods were
input one by one on the Giovanni tool to create the mentioned
MAP3, MAP4 with the option Time Averaged Map. Maps 3-4
are in Figures 3-4 and the same data of those maps is in Table
1. The presence of MAX in similar position in the decades
2001-2010 and 2011-2020 is notable in those figures but none
expected. The expected position of MAX in the center of the
southern part of the lake failed. MAX is toward the SW of that
center possibly due to the stress of the trade winds. This fact
deserves further research but is outside this paper.

Three of those rainfall maps are: an auxiliary M3 map
covering a period Y1-Y2, other auxiliary M4 map covering
a second period Y3-Y4, and a main M5 map covering the
full period Y1-Y4, where Y1, Y2, Y3, and Y4 are numbers of
specific years from Y1 to Y4. The period Y1-Y4 contains the
two half periods of Y1-Y2 and Y3-Y4. The map M6 covers
CELL with a smooth option for Y1-Y4. The maps M7 and
M8 cover the study area for Feb. Y5 and Sep. Y6 to visualize
MAX under extreme conditions. The data set must contain
ten values: a mean annual rainfall (R, mm) and homologue
satellite estimation (G, mm) for each of the five stations for
period Y7-Y8.
The maps and the list need work with the Giovanni tool, but
the data set requires additional rain gauge data sources. The
work with this tool requires some steps to be taken. Get on a
computer with Internet access. In a pen drive, open a folder
to save data. Go to the webpage of Giovanni tool. Log in with
your username and password. Select the task that needs to be
used (in this context, Time Series Average, Histogram, or Area
Averaged Map). Select the desirable range of coordinates
and the appropriate period of time. Write the key word of the
variable of interest (for example, rainfall) in the search box.
Review the list of options under rainfall and select the GPM
Version 06 Early IR+Microwave. Click on the token Plot and
wait for results. Save all output data in the above-mentioned
folder. The Giovanni tool allows us to change the original
Panoply 12 colors palette for a palette with more or with fewer
number of colors. A smooth option is also available. It is also
possible to draw curves for equal rainfall intensity values or
isohyets.

Table 1. Summary of Average Maps of the Study Area (Periods 20012010 and 2011-2020)
Item

Figure 3 (Map 3)

Figure 4 (Map 4)

Period of register

2001-2010

2011-2020

Number of days in
decade

3652

3653

N

N3 = 964128

N4.=-964392

Min, med, max in /day

25.120, 6.09, 13.64

2.06, 5.46, 12.67

Min, med, max in
mm/year

918, 2224, 4981

753, 1995, 4628

Version GPM

V06 0.1 degree

V06 0.1 degree

Geographical Ranges: Sea Level, 71-72.2°W & 8.9-11.1°N at mean sea level.
Source: Run of Giovanni tool with particular parameters of the lake.

4. Results
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-71.5
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2001-2010

4.1 Periods of Register and Maps
The exploration of Giovanni tool indicated that the period
Y1 = 2001 to Y4 = 2020 or 2001-2020 is the largest full period
available nowadays for the option GPM, which is required for
this work. This GPM option is:
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13.64
12.52
11.41
10.3

Time Averaged Map of Daily accumulated precipitation
(combined microwave-IR estimate-Early Run daily 0.1 deg.
[GPM GPM_3IMERDGE v06] in mm/day with Panoply
palette Blue Yellow Grey (BYG 12 colors).
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Each pixel in the maps below has a color representing a
value of the mean annual pluvial precipitation in mm/day for
the specific period indicated in its title. To convert mm/day to
mm/year it is necessary to multiply by the mean number of
days of each decade or 365.2 for 2001-2010, 365.3 for 20112020, and 365.25 for 2001-2020.
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Figure 3. Map 3 for the Study Area (2001-2010).
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Figure 4. Map 4 for the Study Area (2011-2020).
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Figure 5. Map 5 for the Study Area (2001-2020).

4.3 MAP5 and MAP6
MAP5 and MAP6, which are in Figures 5 and 6, were
obtained by using the large period of 20 years 2001-2020 for
both maps but with the full geographical range for MAP5 and
half-range for MAP6. Even MAP5 does not depend on MAP3
and MAP4; MAX preserves the above-mentioned average
position. Figure 6 presents details of CELL and MAX position.
Table 2 has some summary data of Figures 5 and 6. The lowest
limit of CELL is the last closed isohyets as in [4]. The lowest
limit is in this case 5.47 mm/day (1998 mm/year). MAX is
41 km toward the NE of La Solita town, which is at 9.2°N &
71.6°W.

13.15
12.3
11.44
10.59
9.736
8.883
8.23
7.577
La Solita
Notes: Simbol o is the centre of
MAX CELL is defined by the last
closed isohyet 5.5 mm

6.324
5.471
4.817

Table 2. Summary of MAP5 and MAP6 (Period 2001-2020)
Item

Figure 5 (Map 5)

Figure 6 (Map 6)

Coverage

Study area

Area of CELL

Period of register

2001-2020

2001-2020

Average days by year

365.25

365.25

N

N5 = 1928520

N6 = 964260

Min, med, max in
mm/day

2.286, 5.77, 13.15

4.617, 7.98, 13.15

Min, med, max in
mm/year

835, 2107, 4803

1686, 2915, 4803

Limit in mm/day
(mm/year)

2.286 (835)

5.4710 (1998)

Version GPM

V06 0.1 degree

V06 0.1 degree

Range of map

71-72.2°W & 8.911.1°N

71-72.2°W & 8.910°N

Center of MAX

9.55°N & 71.65°W

9.55°N & 71.65°W

Figure 6. Map 6 for the CELL Area (2001-2020).

4.4 MAP7 and MAP8
MAP7 of Figure 7 and MAP8 of Figure 8 allow the study
of the adequate response of the Giovanni tool under diverse
weather conditions. September 2021 was a very rainy month
in Venezuela and, as shown in Figure 7, it was very rainy in
the study area too. The maximum of 29.4 mm/day in this
month over the maximum of 13.5 of Figure 5 is 2.2, which
reinforces the high level of rainfall detected by GMP. In this
September, MAX is dislocated to the south but it exists. Figure
8 presents values nearly to zero with a maximum at the south
of the study area with a small yellow maximum of 1.84 mm/
day. The question is if this yellow subarea is the MAX spot. The
answer to this requires more extensive research of the monthly
level, which is not part of this paper. The successful creations
of MAP7 and MAP8 confirm the ability of the Giovanni tool to
produce responses under diverse weather conditions. Table 3

Source: Run of Giovanni tool with particular parameters of the lake
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4.5 Analysis of Consistency

Table 3. Summary of Rainy and Rainless Monthly Rainfall Maps
Item

The number N of observations of Figure 4 or N5 = 1928520
is the sum of N3 = 964128 plus N4 = 954392; this feature is
named here check sum control of consistency of digital maps.
The average rainfall value MEAN5 = 2107.49 is equated by the
weight average of MEAN3 = 2224.01 and MEAN4 = 1994.5; the
weights were taken from N3, N4, and N5. These two operations
confirm that M5 is consistent with an amalgam from M3 and
M4; there are no calculation errors. The average MAX for the
period 2001-2020 is 13.15 mm/day as shown in the scale of
Figure 5-6. This last value obtained by satellite remote sensing
has a rain gauge equivalent.

Figure 7 (Map 7)

Figure 8 (Map 8)

Time range

September 2021

February 2020

Surface coverage

Study Area

Study Area

Weather

Humid Rainy

Dry Rainless

N

7920

7656

Number of days of month

30

29

Maximum in mm/day
(mm/month)

29.4 (882)

1.43 (41.5)

Mean in mm/day
(mm/month)

7.53 (225.9)

0.03 (0.87)

4.6 Trend Calculation

Minimum in mm/day
(mm/month)

1.83 (53.7)

0 (0)

Now, after the verification of consistency, it is possible to
continue with other features, such as the calculation of trend.
Since the mean of M3 is 2224 mm/year and the mean of M4 is
1994 mm/year, it is easy to calculate the trend between Figures
4 and 3 as -230 mm/decade, which divided by 10 gives -23
mm over 2224 mm or -10.3% by year. This decreasing trend is
within the possible error of most meteorological estimations
but must be remembered in future studies.

-71.5

11

10,5
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Sep 2021

29.4

10,5

24.58
10

10

4.7 Climatic Seasons at MAX
The use of the Giovanni tool programmed with the task
Times Series Area Averaged dropped the list of daily rainfalls
for MAX at coordinates 9.55°N and 71.65°W for the period
2001-2020. This list allows the calculation of the 12 monthly
mean values plotted in Figure 9. There is a short season of 1
month (February) and a large season of 11 months (March to
January). A rainy month is over 50 mm and a dry one is under
25 mm. It is noticeable the presence of two relative maximums,
one in May and another one in October, which was expected
for a location of MAX in the Norwest part of Venezuela [5].
The sum of the values of the twelve bars is 4803 mm, which is
equal to the mean value of MAX. This is another kind of check
sum verification that gives more value to the Giovanni tool.

18.89

13.2
9,5

9,5

7.504

9

-72

-71.5

1.813

9

Figure 7. MAP7 for the Rainy September 2021.
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Figure 9. Histogram of monthly average rainfalls in mm/month at MAX.
Two relative maximums are in May (517 mm) and October (746 mm).

Figure 8. MAP8 for Rainless February 2020.
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4.8 Satellite Estimations Errors

5. Conclusion

Data obtained from GPM are estimations with some
unknown errors for Venezuela, thereafter were selected the first
four stations of Table 4 to do some errors calculations. The data
of those stations were adjusted toward the period 2001-2010
with the help of the Kalnay tool of NOAA due to [6]. The two
Australian tropical stations, Telfer and Weipa, which has no
missing data, were selected for the validation of the Venezuelan
errors. Table 4 has the geographical data of those six locations.
Then the rain gauge data was tested with homologue satellite
GPM data. Table 5 shows the rainfall data for those stations. As
the wind speed produces under-measurement of the rainfall in
rain gauges, column (5) presents the mean annual wind speed
values. The errors of G were all positive overestimations with
a high value for dry, windy climate and low for rainy, windless
climate. An error of about 7% may be applied to data of MAX
without modifying its average position to convert the satellite
4803 mm to its rain gauge equivalent of 4467 mm.

A study area covering the Maracaibo Lake and neighborhoods
(9.8-11.1°N & 71-72.2°W) receives 20 years of scanning by
satellite at 11 km resolution to detect heavy rainfall intensity
subareas. A near ellipsoidal area of 16264 km2 called CELL
inside the rectangle (9.8-10°N & 71-72.2°W) of the study area
receives mean annual rainfall of more than 5.4 mm/day or
1972 mm/year (period 2001-2020). Inside CELL there is the
very small spot MAX at average position 9.55°N & 71.65°W,
which receives the maximum heavy rainfall of 4803 mm/year.
MAX is not a permanent stationary feature. The GPM option
used in this paper is the last available, which meets some check
sum controls but a previous version used before had some
inconsistencies.
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